
fitting to the Cryo-Gun. Hand tighten first and then tighten with an adjustable wrench.  use ANY TEFLON tapes .or other pipe 
treatments to seal connections. All of the tapered (JIC) fittings are self sealing and do not require any help doing their job.

(2) You may use any liquid CO2 supply as long as the pressure is 280 psi or better.  you are using liquid CO2 (LCO2) and 
not the CO2 gas. What does this mean? Well, CO2 has three forms...gas, liquid and solid (dry ice). We want the liquid for best 
effect. Either the Bazooka or the Six Shooter can be used with a portable 20 pound tank and back pack. You may also want to 
attach them to a more long lasting Liquid CO2 Dewer with an optional longer cryo hose! If you are using the 20 pound CO2 tank, 
commonly called a beverage tank, you can order this two ways from local suppliers (Praxair, Airgas, BOC or a good welding 
supplier). One way is as a 20 pound beverage tank or as a 20 pound syphon tank (see illustrations). The difference is that you must 
invert a beverage tank to access the Liquid Co2 while a syphon tank may be placed into the back pack with the valve in the 
upwards position.

 After positioning the CO2 tank in a nearby stable location, attach the hose end with the larger
 fitting to the CO2 tank, making sure the plastic O-ring seal is in place inside the hose fitting.
 Hand tighten and then tighten with wrench. Don't lose it ....we only supply two inserts! 

 (3) After you make sure all the fittings on the CO2
 tank are tight, open the valve on the tank. Check
 for any leakage.          

(4) Depress the trigger on the Co2 Bazooka whenever you
 want to release Co2. The Co2 Bazooka or will recoil slightly
 each time the trigger is pulled. Use the safety latch on
 trigger when not in use.

 NOTE: After use, close the valve on the CO2 tank, and bleed any remaining gas in the line
 through the CO2 Bazooka or CO2 Six Shooter and then you can safely detach the hose from the CO2 tank.

Never

Important

(1) Unpack the CO2 Bazooka  and connect the provided CO2 line/hose. Attach the end with the smaller

I shouldn't have to say it....but for the record...

   "NEVER POINT AND SHOOT AT ANYONE"

Co2 BAZOOKA
by SALVIN

Valve CO2 Gas
under pressure

Syphon tube

8"

20 pounds

Syphon TankBeverage Tanks

400-800 pounds

57"-72"

22"-33" Liquid Bulk Tanks

308 B RT. 28 KINGSTON, NEW YORK 12401...01-845-340-0489 www.salvin.biz 

Safety
Connections...Never use teflon 
tape or sealer on tapered fittings!

Expantion Port for the addition 
of another Bazooka!

Caution...When using a 

20 pound or smaller Co2 
cylinder...Never hold the 
cylinder! I may cause a 
burns.



Whats in you package

Loading confetti or streamers
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Remove confetti and streamers
from plastic pouch and load 
confetti or streamers into barrel
of Bazooka until plastic sleeve
is empty.

NEVER pack or ramrod product 
into barrel!

1- Co2 Bazooka
1- Cryo Hose
1- Back-Pack
1- Confetti Shot
1-Streamer Shot

I want to repeat myself...

   "NEVER POINT AND SHOOT AT ANYONE"
308 B RT. 28 KINGSTON, NEW YORK 12401...01-845-340-0489 www.salvin.biz 

Victor’s hand!



Weaving strap through latch to secure tank into Back Pack

A A

B
B

C C

C

D D

D

Step # 1
Place strap end into A slot

Step # 2
Out of A and into C slot

Step # 3
Out of C and into B slot

                   Step # 4
Slide on to tank and pull firmly
(note buckle position is open).

                  Step # 5
Bring strap back into c slot. 
(be careful not to let strap loosen) 

                Step #  6
Out of C slot and into D slot.

                    Step # 7
Flip latch to tighten strap (closed 
position) on to tank.

            Step # 8
Secure strap to Velcro

                   Step #9
Bottom of Co2 valve should be
even with top of Back Pack

Attaching Back Pack to Tank

Buckle (open position)

Buckle (closed position)
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Just in case you missed it on the last two pages...

   "NEVER POINT AND SHOOT AT ANYONE"
308 B RT. 28 KINGSTON, NEW YORK 12401...01-845-340-0489 www.salvin.biz 


